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                Garden Notes

                
  			
		Sassafrass
October 20, 2023Just as cities become known for their monuments and architecture (like Paris and the Eiffel …Read More




			
		Get a Head Start on Spring, Plant in the Fall!
September 6, 2023Now that Labor day has come and gone, it’s a great time to think about …Read More
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Spring hours: Monday-Friday 8-5, Saturday 8-1


                            
		
                    
                        
                        
Surfing Hydrangea Nursery, Inc.

                        PO Box 2819
                        91 Somerset Road
                        Nantucket, MA 02584
                        508-228-6828
                         sales@surfinghydrangea.com
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            tulip watch tuesday 😏
we’re patiently (well m
            	                    [image: tulip watch tuesday 😏 we’re patiently (well maybe a little impatiently) waiting @kvanbourgondien 🌷🌷🌷  #tulipbulbs #springflowers #whichvarietywilltheybe #timewilltell]
        
    



    
        
            Magnolia x ‘Galaxy’ 
Galaxy hybrid magnolia fe
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Magnolia x ‘Galaxy’  Galaxy hybrid magnolia featuring pink saucer blooms on single stems 🌸🌳🌸  We felt closely part of the 💫✨Galaxy 🌌 today as we gazed in awe (through proper eyewear) at the solar eclipse! The changing of light, and temperature, at the nursery was wild to witness.   #solareclipse #viewsatwork #magnolia #galaxy #inawe]
        
    



    
        
            “Plants are solar-powered air purifiers whose fi
            	                    [image: “Plants are solar-powered air purifiers whose filter never needs replacing.” - Khang Kijarro Nguyen   We will be viewing the solar eclipse in the courtyard, with our special glasses from @bartlettsfarm 🌕🌑😎  Where will you be enjoying this astronomical event? 🌱  #solarpowered #saxifraga #mossyrockfoil #tulips #crocus #solareclipse]
        
    



    
        
            SMASHING into our first Saturday of the year! 🤣
            	                    [image: SMASHING into our first Saturday of the year! 🤣 Harrison and I thought this ice breaking moment on March 1 would be way more epic…   Stay tuned for some more ASMR Saturdays at the nursery 🧊🧊🧊  #asmrsaturday]
        
    



    
        
            Fridays in the Field 🪴

Molly and Harrison sowe
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Fridays in the Field 🪴  Molly and Harrison sowed some gochugaru hot pepper seeds from our friends at @southernexposureseedexchange   “A classic Korean pepper, named for the flakes traditionally made by drying peppers in the sun followed by grinding them. Great for making kimchi and various Korean sauces.”  I can’t wait to see (and taste) what our pals will make!   🌱🔥🌶️🔥🌱  #fridayinthefield #gochugaru #seedstarting #greenhousefun]
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